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Good afternoon. I’m Pam Keidel-Adams from Kimley-Horn, the new Aviation Group Chair. I’m happy to be discussing the Aviation Group’s activities to date related to UAM. While the concept may have been discussed for many years, the recent traction in transitioning UAM to reality has resulted in a few changes in the Aviation Group to integrate this advancement.



New Standing Committee
• New Users of Shared Airspace (AV095)

– The committee is concerned with emerging and growing 
aviation applications such as commercial space operations, 
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), and urban air mobility 
(UAM), as new participants in an already occupied airspace.  
The committee will address how the aviation ecosystem can 
support these emerging types of aerospace operations in 
harmony with the operations of established users in a safe and 
efficient manner.
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Within the aviation group there are 9 Standing Committees including new Standing Committee. Prior to restructuring, several subcommittees and UAM was part of UAS discussions.The new committee has a broad charge with a common theme of ensuring safe integration and operation of the airspace by all users. While a new Standing Committee, many other committees are also impacted by UAM:Aviation Administration and Policy – what policies are needed and what are the intergovernmental and cooperative aspects of UAM advancementSystem Planning – how does the aviation system need to address the operations and activityEnvironmental – what are the environmental impacts or consequences and how are they different from what is being experienced todayAnd many others = aviation safety and security, terminals and ground access, economics of the technology, and any impacts on capacity/delay or airport compatibility



2020 Annual Meeting
• 14 Papers Reviewed (vs. 1 paper for 2019)
• Events

– [1045 & 1087] Reimagining the Future of Transportation with 
Personal Flight: Preparing and Planning for Urban Air Mobility

– [1327] Policy Impacts of New Entrants into the National 
Airspace System

– [1346] Current Issues in Aviation Posters
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14 papers reviewed compared to 1 in 2019 – these were reviewed by many different committees since there was not a UAM and/or UAS-focused group3 sessions last year that had UAM topics, again without a committee in place as the topic continues to grow and the evolution occurs. The first was a workshop on Sunday that drew over 130 participants and was organized by our Young Members Council-Aviation. The workshop was fully supported by all of the Aviation Group committees and was a full day session.



Annual Meeting Archives
www.TRB.org/AnnualMeeting

Sign in using your MyTRB account to see presentations
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You can obtain copies of these materials by signing in to your MyTRB account

http://www.trb.org/AnnualMeeting


Airport Cooperative Research 
Program Projects

• 03-50 [Active] – An Airport-Centric Study of the Urban Air Mobility 
Market

• 03-51 [Active] – Electric Aircraft on the Horizon – An Airport 
Planning Perspective
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In addition, ACRP has ongoing research projects related to UAM and electric aircraft that demonstrate the increasing importance of research into the area of UAM. I suspect we’ll see growth in papers and additional research topics raised throughout the year and that UAM will again be an important topic of discussion at the 2021 AM.
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